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Welcome to our weekly newsletter, where we try and keep ACE clients informed of the
latest developments in the travel industry.
In this weeks edition we'd like to announce that our CEO Sarah will be discussing mental
health awareness in the world of business travel - Complete our anonymous, 10question survey to help our director Sarah bring the issue of mental health in corporate
travel to the fore at the IOD later this month.
Air France announce their Business Class Special Fares and Eurostar introduce a direct
service Amsterdam-London - The service will be running by 30th April.
Offering you an alternative to airline travel when travelling to Holland, Rail and Sail
partnerships now allows travellers to have the choice with their competitive fares.

BUSINESS NEWS

Air France Business Class
Special Fares
London Heathrow and London City
Departures
•

•

Travelling to Johannesburg fare £1553.00 plus
Approximate tax £492.41
subject to availability
Travelling to Sao Paulo – fare
£1271.00 plus Approximate
tax £490.61 subject to
availability

please click here to read our blog for
further information.

Travel to Holland with the Rail
and Sail ticket
The Rail and Sail is a partnership
between Greater Anglia, ferry
operator Stena Line and NS, the
Dutch national railway, offering you
an attractive alternative to airline
travel with competitive fares.
For Further information click here to
read out blog.

Our CEO Sarah joins panel of
speakers at The IOD
Hospitality and Tourism event
Our CEO Sarah Wilson is joining the
panel of speakers at the second IOD
Hospitality and Tourism event and
discussing mental health awareness
in the world of business travel.
If you’d like to attend please click
here. Or, if you have any views for
Sarah to bring up at the event, she
would very much welcome hearing
from you.
Contact Sarah
- sarah.wilson@acetravel.co.uk
Complete our anonymous, 10question survey to help our director
Sarah bring the issue of mental
health in corporate travel to the
fore at the IOD later this month

Eurostar announces direct
Amsterdam-London Service
Eurostar has announced it will
launch a direct service from
Amsterdam to London on 30th April,
eliminating the need to go through
passport control in Brussels on the
return journey.
the London-Amsterdam service has
previously required passengers to
change trains in Brussels on the

return journey in order to go through
passport control.
As of 30th April, there will be up to
two trains a day travelling direct from
Amsterdam to London with stops in
Rotterdam and Brussels, with a
journey time of four hours and nine
minutes.
For further information contact
the ACE Team.

CONTACT US
To find out more about how we can help you, please call on 0845 241 3406
or visit our contact page for more information.

